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Heat released excites electrons in
molecules to release light, hence
the flame.





In pre-mixed, oxidant and fuel are
mixed and they react when the
mixture becomes hot enough.

Flame propagation is mostly
controlled by heat transfer!

Heat is relatively fast and efficient.

Pre-mixed combustion is chemically
driven and diffusion combustion is
hydrodynamic. I.e. flame driven by
 diffusion, so hydrodynamics needed.

Even if temperature rises, there
won't be combustion until fuel and
oxidant mix in an interface. Mixing 
happens through diffusion and is
way slower than heat transfer.



Burn-UD: A reactive-diffusive hydro code (1D)Burn-UD: A reactive-diffusive hydro code (1D)

  - Burn Hadrons -> SQM
  - Study conversion speeds

Hadrons on one side
dissolve to u&d

Chemical equilibrium
makes more s-quarks

Interface: interplay between
reactions and diffusion defines

 vinterface

Fluid dynamic treatment:
 Cooling of ash results in pressure

gradients in&around interface.
Compression&rarefaction in burning 

Region (enhanced or quenched
combustion) … instabilities

See	  Ouyed	  	  (2013)	  	  for	  a	  review



Rate EquationsRate Equations

B.	  Niebergal,	  R.	  Ouyed,	  PJ,	  PRC	  Rapid	  Comm.	  82,	  062801	  (2010)





http://quarknova.ucalgary.ca/BurnUD/



 The EoS

MIT BAG (B) + CFL
Color Superconductivity



The MIT BAG EoS used in BURNUD
is an approximation in the  limit :





CFL is added to BURNUD through
the following prescription:

Yeah, except the difference between chemical potentials being within the gap energy. 
Note that pairing is still "allowed" if the Fermi momenta of the quarks have a difference
within Delta.  We had to add that because in the simulation,  the chemical potentials
 are never exactly the same. 

(     )2
Palluci & Horvarth
assume equilibrium.



CFL is added to BURNUD through
the following prescription:

Because these 2
conditions need
to be met, CFL
effect can't just
be absorbed into
an effective bag
constant in a
combustion
simulation!

Also, Delta depends on temperature !! 
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 Currently implementing:
(i) MIT with dynamic B   

(ii) NJL                              

(iii)    APR + CFL             
Nambu-Jonas-Lascinio model  is more consistent (includes chiral symmetry breaking).



Solid line = CFL.
Dotted line = non-CFL quark matter.
Dotted and dashed line= hadronic matter.

Buballa 2005

Also, in the NJL model, CFL is not necessarily a lower energy state than non-CFL uds matter, because in
the NJL model, CFL state have always a large amount of massive s-quarks, while non-CFL matter has
few massive s-quarks until higher pressures. In contrast, in the MIT Bag picture CFL is implemented by
subtracting a gap factor from the energy density, which always lowers the energy.



Akmal, Pandharipande, & Ravenhall (APR)



 s-quark Mass

● The assembly of massive strange quarks
would suck up more energy, which would
probably slow down the burning front.

● Including quark masses leads, for example,
 at a given B to an energy per baryon which
 is about 20 MeV higher



BURNUD depends on the mass of strange quark
through the weak-reaction  rate equations.



A more consistent MIT Bag EoS
with non-zero strange mass would

be non-analytic.

We will implement this more
consistent EoS in future
versions.

Thermodynamic Potential (NEGATIVE Pressure)
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RHIC RegimeRHIC Regime

Non-ideal effects: 
Viscosity & Thermal Conduction

Gluon-Gluon interactions

quarknova.ucalgary.ca

2D version (being tested !):
De-leptonization Instability suggests

Quark-Nova



Neutrinos&Deleptonization



 Astrophysical
Implications



Neutron Star

The Quark-Nova
    Explosion

The Super-Nova
    Explosion



Mass  = 20-40 Solar Masses

SN bump

QN bump

Quark-Nova
Fit

Delay = a few days

PREDICTIONS:PREDICTIONS:

double-humped light-curve



PREDICTIONS: PREDICTIONS: double-humped light-curve



QN ejecta

SN ejecta

Massive
Neutron Star

Ouyed	  et	  al.	  PRL	  	  (2011);	  Ouyed	  et	  al.	  Rev.	  Mex	  (2012);	  Ouyed	  et	  al.	  PRC	  (2014)

Spallation Spallation in in QNeQNe

spall

Collision between the QN neutrons & SN-ejecta



	  	  	  	  56Ni	  	  deple*on
	  	  	  	  44Ti	  	  forma*on
	  	  	  subFe	  	  forma*on
Ouyed	  et	  al.	  PRL	  	  (2011);	  Ouyed	  et	  al.	  PRC	  (2014)



PREDICTIONSPREDICTIONS

Sub-luminous SN

  44Ti and 56Ni not co-spatial
QN n-spallation



Fe and 44Ti not co-spatial in Cas A

Cas A is a Sub-luminous SN !

Grefenstette et al., Naure 2014;
 Laming, Nature 2014



 Dark Energy ?



Ouyed	  et	  al.	  	  (2014)

The Quark Star (an additional power source)



Ouyed	  et	  al.	  	  (2014)

The Quark Star 
spin-down power

gets rid of DE !



quarknova.ucalgary.ca
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